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Chinese food in a flash--88 easy, tasty wok recipes that sizzle It's time to toss the
takeout menu and start stir-frying like a seasoned master chef. The Easy Wok
Cookbook gives you everything you need to get started, including dozens of delicious
Chinese dishes, simple instructions, troubleshooting tips and tricks, and more. From
flavorful Kung Pao Chicken to crispy Sesame Beef, this authentic Chinese wok
cookbook is sure to tantalize your taste buds without breaking your budget--or your
patience. Rock your wok with confidence at home with expert tips, including a step-bystep guide to achieving stir-fry success. Welcome to your new Asian-inspired cooking
adventure! The Easy Wok Cookbook has it all: 88 Classic and creative
recipes--Discover how to stir-fry, steam, and simmer a delectable mix of traditional
Chinese foods, American Chinese takeout favorites, and Chinese fusion dishes. Doable
dishes--Save time and money with these easy wok cookbook recipes that can be made
in under 30 minutes, under $10, or with 5 ingredients or less. Essential extras--Learn
what to look for when choosing a new wok, cleaning and seasoning your wok, and what
ingredients to keep stocked in your pantry for effortless wok meals any night of the
week. Take the guesswork out of what's for dinner and enjoy sizzlin' success with the
Easy Wok Cookbook.
Jamie Oliver--one of the bestselling cookbook authors of all time--is back with a bang.
Focusing on incredible combinations of just five ingredients, he's created 130 brandnew recipes that you can cook up at home, any day of the week. From salads, pasta,
chicken, and fish to exciting ways with vegetables, rice and noodles, beef, pork, and
lamb, plus a bonus chapter of sweet treats, Jamie's got all the bases covered. This is
about maximum flavor with minimum fuss, lots of nutritious options, and loads of epic
inspiration. This edition has been adapted for US market.
Any kitchen can be a Chinese kitchen with these 80 easy homestyle recipes—plus tips
and techniques for cooking with a wok, stocking your pantry, making rice, and more
Chinese food is more popular than any other cuisine and yet it often intimidates North
American home cooks. Chinese Soul Food draws cooks into the kitchen with recipes
that include sizzling potstickers, simply but delicious stir-fries, saucy braises, and soups
that bring comfort with a sip. These are dishes that feed the belly and speak the
universal language of "mmm!" In Chinese Soul Food, you'll find approachable recipes
and plenty of tips for favorite homestyle Chinese dishes, such as red-braised pork belly,
dry-fried green beans, braised-beef noodle soup, green onion pancakes, garlic
eggplant, and the author's famous potstickers, which consistently sell out her cooking
classes in Seattle. You will also find helpful tips and techniques, such as caring for and
using a wok and how to cook rice properly, as well as a basic Chinese pantry list that
also includes acceptable substitutions, making it even simpler for the busiest among us
to cook their favorite Chinese dishes at home. Recipes are streamlined to minimize the
fear factor of unfamiliar ingredients and techniques, and home cooks are gently guided
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Ken Hom is widely regarded as the world's leading authority on Oriental cuisine, and
with the Complete Chinese Cookbook, he has created a seminal collection of his bestloved dishes. With Cantonese stir-fries and spicy Sichuan favourites alongside new
discoveries from the lesser-known culinary styles of Yunnan and Hong Kong, this
comprehensive collection is filled with accessible and easy recipes, demonstrating the
amazing depth of flavour that is only now being fully appreciated in modern Chinese
cuisine. Set to become a kitchen classic, this all-encompassing cookery book guides
you through the essential cooking techniques, equipment and ingredients, all with Ken's
trusted blend of experience and enthusiasm. Featuring 250 recipes covering all aspects
of Chinese food, Ken offers tips and inspiration for a wealth of dishes that use simple,
healthy ingredients to create quick and delicious meals. Over the past 25 years Ken
has brought Chinese cookery into mainstream British homes, and in this beautifully
photographed cookbook, he brings together all of his expertise to offer the ultimate
guide to the flavours of China.
A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become the favorite family chef with 100
tested, perfected, and family approved recipes. The healthy cookbook for every meal of
the day: Once upon a time, Jenn Segal went to culinary school and worked in fancy
restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she created Once Upon a Chef, the
popular blog that applies her tried and true chef skills with delicious, fresh, and
approachable ingredients for family friendly meals. With the authority of a professional
chef and the practicality of a busy working mom, Jenn shares 100 recipes that will up
your kitchen game while surprising you with their ease. • Helpful tips on topics such as
how to season correctly with salt, how to balance flavors, and how to make the most of
leftovers. • Great recipes for easy weeknight family dinners kids will love, indulgent
desserts, fun cocktails, exciting appetizers, and more. • Jenn Segal is the founder of
Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog showcasing easy, family friendly recipes from a
chef's point of view. Her recipes have been featured on numerous websites,
magazines, and television programs. Fans of Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer
Woman, Oh She Glows, Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love Once Upon a
Chef, the Cookbook. With 100 tested, perfected, and family approved recipes with
helpful tips and tricks to improve your cooking. • Breakfast favorites like Maple,
Coconut & Blueberry Granola and Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles • Simple soups,
salads and sandwiches for ideal lunches like the Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired
with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches • Entrées the whole family
will love like Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those casual get
togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy Pecans • Go to sweets
such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate Lover's Birthday Cake
Ching-He Huang is one of the brightest stars in modern Chinese cooking in the UK.
Each week in her new BBC2 series she re-invents the nation's favourite Chinese
dishes, modernising them with fresh, easy to buy ingredients, and offering simple
practical tips and techniques. These are brought together in this beautiful book to
accompany the series.
Fuchsia Dunlop trained as a chef at China's leading cooking school and is
internationally renowned for her delicious recipes and brilliant writing about Chinese
food. Every Grain of Rice is inspired by the healthy and vibrant home cooking of
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but vegetables play
the starring role. Try your hand at blanched choy sum with sizzling oil, Hangzhou broad
beans with ham, pock-marked old woman's beancurd or steamed chicken with shiitake
mushrooms, or, if you've ever in need of a quick fix, Fuchsia's emergency late-night
noodles. Many of the recipes require few ingredients and are startlingly easy to make.
The book includes a comprehensive introduction to the key seasonings and techniques
of the Chinese kitchen, as well as the 'magic ingredients' that can transform modest
vegetarian ingredients into wonderful delicacies. With stunning photography and clear
instructions, this is an essential volume for beginners and connoisseurs alike.
For bestselling cookbook author Hetty McKinnon, Asian cooking is personal. McKinnon
grew up in a home filled with the aromas, sights, and sounds of her Chinese mother's
cooking. These days she strives to recreate those memories for her own family--and
yours--with traditional dishes prepared in non-traditional ways. It's a sumptuous
collection of creative vegetarian recipes featuring pan-Asian dishes that anyone can
prepare using supermarket ingredients. Readers will learn how to make their own
kimchi, chilli oil, knife-cut noodles, and dumplings. They'll learn about the wonder that is
rice and discover how Asian-inspired salads are the ultimate crossover food. McKinnon
offers tips for stocking your modern Asian pantry and explores the role that sweetness
plays in Asian cultures. Her recipes are a celebration of the exciting and delicious
possibilities of modern Asian cooking--from Smashed Cucumber Salad with Tahini and
Spicy Oil, and Finger-lickin' Good Edamame Beans with Fried Curry Leaves, to
Springtime Rolls with Miso Kale Pesto and Tamarind Apple Crisp. Featuring big,
powerful flavours created from simple, fresh ingredients, these recipes are firmly rooted
in the place where east meets west and where tradition charts the journey to the
modern kitchen.
Discover the master guide to simple, healthy and delicious Chinese cooking from the
creator of the hit show Gok Wan's Easy Asian For Gok, Chinese food is all about sitting
down, tucking into fantastic food that is fuss-free, healthy, and packed with flavour.
Now, in Gok Cooks Chinese, he gives us his personal and modern take on the Chinese
food that he grew up eating. With 80 different recipes and chapters on Chinese
Takeaway Classics, Dim Sum, Street Food and One Pot Wonders (to name a few), you
will find recipes for all occasions and moods, whether entertaining friends or enjoying a
meal at home by yourself. Filled with mouth-watering dishes including: · My Perfect
Fried Rice · Spicy Sichuan Chicken · Poppa Wan's Amazing Pork Ribs · Leftover Roast
Duck Noodles · Sweet and Sour Fish · My Ma-Po Tofu with Chinese Omelette Above
all, Gok Wan will help you replicate your favourite takeaway dishes in your own kitchen!
The debut cookbook from the Saveur blog award-winning Internet expert on making eating
cheap dependably delicious As a college grad during the recent great recession, Beth Moncel
found herself, like so many others, broke. Unwilling to sacrifice eating healthy and well—and
armed with a degree in nutritional science—Beth began tracking her costs with obsessive
precision, and soon cut her grocery bill in half. Eager to share her tips and recipes, she
launched her blog, Budget Bytes. Soon the blog received millions of readers clamoring for
more. Beth's eagerly awaited cookbook proves cutting back on cost does not mean cutting
back on taste. Budget Bytes has more than 100 simple, healthy, and delicious recipes,
including Greek Steak Tacos, Coconut Chicken Curry, Chorizo Sweet Potato Enchilada, and
Teriyaki Salmon with Sriracha Mayonnaise, to name a few. It also contains expert principles for
saving in the kitchen—including how to combine inexpensive ingredients with expensive to
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to help anyone get
acquainted with his or her kitchen and get maximum use out of the freezer. Whether you’re
urban or rural, vegan or paleo, Budget Bytes is guaranteed to delight both the palate and the
pocketbook.
Going Paleo or low-carb but want a twist? Asian Paleo will satisfy your cravings! Creator of the
popular food blog I Heart Umami, ChihYu Smith celebrates her Chinese and Taiwanese
heritage and turns favorite Asian recipes into healthy, flavorful Paleo meals. In Asian Paleo,
she shares 75 fresh, bold recipes inspired by her favorite dishes from China, Japan, Thailand,
Vietnam, and beyond. Here, Smith helps readers find the perfect dish for any occasion. She
includes easy meals, fun and festive weekend options, batch cooking for when there’s time to
plan, and sides and sauces. You’ll want to try them all, from Low-Carb Chinese Scallion
Pancakes and Brisket Pho to takeout classics like Sweet-and-Sour Chicken, Kung Pao
Chicken, and sizzling hot Pepper Steak stir-fry. Each dish is free of gluten, wheat, soy, and
sugar. With a meal prep section with shopping lists and make-ahead instructions, clever tips
and tricks, and vibrant photographs for every recipe, Smith makes healthy Asian cooking
totally, deliciously Paleo.
Discover how easy it is to create mouthwatering Chinese cuisine in your own kitchen with this
easy-to-follow Chinese cookbook. Chinese cooking is easily made as most ingredients can be
readily purchased from general food stores, supermarkets and even online! Chinese Cooking
Made Easy features a selection of 55 delicious Chinese dishes that are easy to prepare at
home, and light and healthy too. Learn to use the wok to cook all kinds of Chinese food: from
stir-frying to deep-frying, braising to making sauces, this versatile pan is a staple in Chinese
cooking. Clear recipes, step-by-step photographs and a glossary of ingredients ensure
fantastic results every time! Enjoy Northern Chinese classic favorites like: Pot Sticker
Dumplings Black Bean Sauce Noodles Five Spice Beijing Spareribs There's also a guide to
preparing Taiwanese favorites like: Oyster Omelet Rice Vermicelli Soup with Oysters Diced
Chicken with Dried Chilies Chicken Braised in Wine and Sesame (San Bei Ji) Along with these
wonderful recipes are dishes that are a source of health for your and your family—fortifying
dishes such as: Lingzhi Lean Pork Soup Chicken Stewed with Ginseng and Red Dates Pork
Soup with Cordyceps and Fish Maw
Bilingual: English and Chinese.
Gluten-free cooking has never been this easy—or affordable! Tired of spending three times as
much (or more) on gluten-free prepared foods? If you’re ready to slash the cost of your
grocery bill, you’ve come to the right place. In Gluten-Free on a Shoestring, savvy mom Nicole
Hunn shows how every gluten-free family can eat well without breaking the bank. Inside this
comprehensive cookbook, you’ll find 125 delicious and inexpensive gluten-free recipes for
savory dinners, favorite desserts, comfort foods, and more, plus Nicole’s top money-saving
secrets. Recipes include: Apple-Cinnamon Toaster Pastries • Focaccia • Spinach Dip •
Ricotta Gnocchi • Chicken Pot Pie • Szechuan Meatballs • Tortilla Soup •Baked Eggplant
Parmesan• Never-Fail White Sandwich Bread • Banana Cream Pie with Graham Cracker
Crust • Blueberry Muffins • Cinnamon Rolls • Perfect Chocolate Birthday Cake With advice on
the best values and where to find them, meal planning strategies, and pantry-stocking tips,
Gluten-Free on a Shoestring is your essential guide. Never fall victim to the overpriced, prepackaged gluten-free aisle again. Roll on by—happier, healthier, and wealthier.
Chinese Food for All.Get your copy of the best and most unique Chinese recipes from
BookSumo Press! Come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking. The point of
this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking simply. In
this book we focus on Chinese. The Chinese Cookbook is a complete set of simple but very
unique Chinese recipes. You will find that even though the recipes are simple, the tastes are
quite amazing. So will you join us in an adventure of simple cooking? Here is a Preview of the
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Stir Fry Tsao Mi Fun Asian Boiled Eggs Sesame Lemon Shrimp Chinese Water Chestnut Stir
Fry Zucchini Stir Fry Egg Foo Yung Chicken Wings from China Chicken Wings from China II
Asian Mushrooms Classic Sirloin and Veggies Stir Fry Sesame Veggies and Steak Stir Fry
Jian Bing Asian Pesto Simple & Classical Peanut Sauce Vegetable Soup In Southeast Asia
Best Orange Chicken Asian Broccoli Skillet Spicy Chestnut Chicken Stir Fry Carrot, Cabbage,
&Chicken Skillet Much, much more! Again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to
try some new things. Also remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is
effortless. So even though the recipes will be unique and great tasting, creating them will take
minimal effort!
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick
and easy doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted millions of
devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'-each one so simple, so easy, and so
flavor-packed, that you reach for them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as well as her most beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun and
excitement into everyday cooking. From five-ingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss
Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti Carbonara, the recipes will help even the
most inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen and more time around the
table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet sprints, and speedy takeout copycats,
this cookbook is guaranteed to inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that
are truly 'damn delicious!'
America’s love affair with Chinese food dates back more than a century. Today, such dishes
as General Tso’s Chicken, Sweet and Sour Pork, and Egg Rolls are as common as
hamburgers and spaghetti. Probably at this moment, a drawer in your kitchen is stuffed with
Chinese takeout menus, soy sauce packets, and wooden chopsticks, right? But what if you
didn’t have to eat your favorites out of a container? In The Chinese Takeout Cookbook,
Chinese food blogger and cooking instructor Diana Kuan brings Chinatown to your home with
this amazing collection of more than eighty popular Chinese takeout recipes—appetizers, main
courses, noodle and rice dishes, and desserts—all easy-to-prepare and MSG-free. Plus you’ll
discover how to • stock your pantry with ingredients you can find at your local supermarket •
season and master a wok for all your Chinese cooking needs • prepare the flavor trifecta of
Chinese cuisine—ginger, garlic, and scallions • wrap egg rolls, dumplings, and wontons like a
pro • steam fish to perfection every time • create vegetarian variations that will please
everyone’s palate • whip up delectable sweet treats in time for the Chinese New Year The
Chinese Takeout Cookbook also features mouthwatering color photos throughout as well as
sidebars that highlight helpful notes, including how to freeze and recook dumplings; cooking
tidbits, such as how to kick up your dish with a bit of heat; and the history behind some of your
favorite comfort foods, including the curious New York invention of the pastrami egg roll and
the influence of Tiki culture on Chinese cuisine. So, put down that takeout menu, grab the wok,
and let’s get cooking! Here for the first time—in one fun, easy, and tasty collection—are more
than 80 favorite Chinese restaurant dishes to make right in your own kitchen: • Cold Sesame
Noodles • Kung Pao Chicken • Classic Barbecue Spareribs • Beef Chow Fun • Homemade
Chili Oil • Hot and Sour Soup • Chinatown Roast Duck • Moo Shu Pork • Dry-Fried String
Beans • Black Sesame Ice Cream • And of course, perfectly fried Pork and Shrimp Egg Rolls!
“Diana Kuan chronicles America’s love affair with Chinese food. The Chinese Takeout
Cookbook is the perfect reason to throw out those menus cluttering your kitchen
drawers!”—Patricia Tanumihardja, author of The Asian Grandmothers Cookbook
Eileen Yin-Fei Lo, author of award-winning cookbooks, menu developer for top Asian
restaurants, and cooking teacher, presents her life's work. Reflecting on her life in food,
including her childhood in Canton, China, where she learned to cook at her grandmother's
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Chinese cooking has cultural significance, and much of what Eileen talks about in this book
has never appeared in print before in the English language. There are more than 250 recipes
in all, including many classic banquet-style recipes, quite a number presented for the first time
in the traditional manner, from Peking Duck to Beggar's Chicken. Dozens of the techniques for
preparing these elaborate recipes are shown in full-color photographs in the color insert as
well. Eileen also includes many of her own creations, such as infused oils and rich, flavorful
stocks, essential for cooks who are serious about mastering the ancient art of Chinese
cooking. Everything is here: dim sum, congees, stir-fries, rice dishes, noodles, bean curd, meat
dishes, and more. For anyone who loves Asian cuisines, this is the ultimate cookbook, and for
cookbook lovers and aspiring food professionals, this is required reading.
The definitive cookbook bible of the world’s most popular and oldest cuisine In the tradition of
bestsellers including Mexico and The Nordic Cookbook comes the next title in the multimillionselling national cuisine series, China: The Cookbook. Featuring more than 650 recipes for
delicious and authentic Chinese dishes for the home kitchen, this impressive and authoritative
book showcases the culinary diversity of the world’s richest and oldest cuisines with recipes
from the eight major regions and numerous minor regions. China: The Cookbook celebrates
popular staples such as Sweet and Sour Spare Ribs and Dim Sum, as well as lesser-known
regional classics like Fujian Fried Rice and Jiangsu’s Drunken Chicken, and features
additional selected recipes from star chefs from around the world.
Have you ever had a craving for fried dumplings or hot and sour soup at midnight? Ever
wonder how your local Chinese takeout makes their food taste so good—and look so easy to
make? Still don’t know the difference between Sichuan, Cantonese, and Mandarin cooking?
Discovering how to cook the Chinese way will leave you steaming, stir-frying, and food-styling
like crazy! The indescribably delicious cuisine of a fascinating country can finally be yours. And
in Chinese Cooking For Dummies, your guide to the wonders and magic of the Chinese
kitchen is none other than Martin Yan, host of the award-winning TV show Yan Can Cook. In
no time at all, you’ll be up to speed on what cooking tools to use, how to stock your pantry and
fridge, and the methods, centuries old, that have made dim sum, Egg Fu Young, Kung Pao
Chicken, and fried rice universal favorites. You’ll also be able to: Think like a Chinese
chef—usin g the Three Tenets of Chinese Cooking Choose and season a wok, select a chef’s
knife, plus other basic tools of the trade Find the essential ingredients—and ask for them in
Chinese with a Chinese language (phonetic) version of black bean sauce, hoisin sauce, plum
sauce, bamboo shoots, and more Cook using a variety of methods—including stir frying,
steaming, blanching, braising, and deep frying And with over 100 recipes, arranged
conveniently like a Chinese menu, Chinese Cooking For Dummies lets you select from any
column in the comfort of your own kitchen...which is when the fun really begins. Imagine
putting together your ideal meal from the book’s rich offering of recipes: Delectable
morsels—including Baked Pork Buns, Spring Rolls, Potstickers, Steamed Dumplings, and
Shrimp Toast Seafood dishes—including Sweet and Sour Shrimp, and Oysters in Black Bean
Sauce Poultry dishes—including Moo Goo Gai Pan, Kung Pao Chicken, and Honey Garlic
Chicken Pork, beef, and lamb dishes—including Sichuan Spareribs, Tangerine Beef, and
Mongolian Lamb Chinese Cooking For Dummies gives you all of the basics you’ll need, letting
you experience the rich culinary landscape of China, one delicious dish at a time—and all,
without leaving a tip!
Provides recipes for the foods the author grew up with, such as almond chicken, hot bean
sauce noodles, Cantonese-style steamed eggplant, and wonton soup
An introduction to the basic Chinese cooking techniques includes recipes for a variety of
vegetable, pork, chicken, and rice dishes
Throw away that take-out menu and turn to one of the recipes in this wonderful new cookbook.
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& Easy Chinese brings
the delicious flavors of Asia into anyone'skitchen. Included are many familiar restaurant
classics like Cashew Chicken, Hot and Sour Soup, and even Fortune Cookies-all simplified for
easy home cooking. With a wide range of appetizers, soups, entrees, drinks, and desserts,
Quick & Easy Chinese will bring everyone good fortune and good eating.
Cook all your favorite Chinese dishes at home with this easy-to-follow Chinese cookbook!
Growing up in a Chinese household in Malaysia where cuisine and culture were inseparable,
Bee Yinn Low developed a deep love and appreciation for food. Her early memories of helping
her mother prepare steamy and fragrant Chinese meals solidified into a way of life for Bee as a
working woman in Southern California. A love of Chinese food didn't translate well to a modern
Western lifestyle due to time and ingredient constraints. Rather than give up her favorite foods,
Bee experimented with recreating the unforgettable flavors of her youth with her limited time
and using ingredients found in local supermarkets. She managed to develop versions of her
favorite Chinese dishes that had all the taste—but were a lot less work! In Easy Chinese
Recipes, Bee shares her passion and expertise in Chinese cooking. It features a collection of
Bee's all-time favorite dishes—the foods she loves to cook and eat at home. She includes
updated traditional family recipes along with her own versions of the best Chinese restaurant
dishes from around Asia. Favorite Chinese recipes include: Crispy Shrimp Dumplings Kung
Pao Chicken Sweet-and-Sour Pork Homestyle Chow Mein Noodles Mongolian Beef And many
more… Building off her passion, expertise and the avid following she has on her website,
rasamalaysia.com, the Internet's most popular Asian food and cooking site, Easy Chinese
Recipes is sure to become the go-to book for cooks interested in creating Chinese meals at
home.
Tv Tie-In Edition Ching-He Huang Is One Of The Brightest Stars In Modern Chinese Cooking
In The Uk. Each Week In Her New Bbc2 Series She Re-Invents The Nation'S Favourite
Chinese Dishes, Modernising Them With Fresh, Easy To Buy Ingredients, And Offering Simple
Practical Tips And Techniques. These Are Brought Together In This Beautiful Book To
Accompany The Series. Drawing On The Experiences Of Top Chefs, Her Family And Friends,
Growers And Producers And Celebrity Enthusiasts Ching Sets Out To Discover The Best
Chinese Cooking In The Uk Today, Introducing Easy-To-Make Chinese Food To Sometimes
Resistant Brits, And Painting A Picture Of Modern Anglo-Chinese Life In The Uk As She Goes.
Chinese Food Made Easy Begins With Some Of The Most Familiar Dishes From A Chinese
Takeaway Menu - Sweet & Sour Prawns, Chicken With Cashew Nuts, Chop Suey And
Cantonese Vegetable Stir Fry, Each With Ching'S Special And Imaginative Twist. Later We
Explore Spicy Szechuan Food: Noodles, Dumplings And Dim Sum; Seafood; Fast Food ;
Desserts And Finally Celebratory Food, Where Ching Presents A Complete Banquet Of Dishes
To Celebrate The Chinese New Year. Ching'S Knowledge, Charm And Enthusiasm Shine
Through As She Shares The 'Basic Principles' Of Chinese Cooking Including Some Of The
Simple Techniques And Tips Taught By Her Grandparents For Tasty Results. Using
Ingredients From High-Street Supermarkets And Some Imaginative Suggestions For
Alternative Ingredients, These Classic Chinese Dishes Are Updated, Fresh And Healthily
Prepared So That Anyone Can Make And Enjoy Them.
"When I was growing up, my mother did all of the cooking at home and the variety was
endless. But it was her everyday Chinese home cooking that I remember best—the oftenrevisited stir-fry dishes that are simple, easy, delicious, and part of the culinary repertoire of
most Chinese families. I hope you will enjoy this collection of some of my favorites. Perhaps
some will become part of your everyday cooking, too. So come with me to my kitchen and let
me share with you what the Chinese do in theirs." —Helen Chen Enjoy Easy Chinese Stir-Fries
Like These: Chicken with Mushrooms and Snow Peas Braised Party Wings Spicy Chunking
Pork Sparerib Nuggets in Black Bean Sauce Stir-Fried Broccoli Beef in Oyster Sauce Spicy
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From rising culinary star Danny Bowien, chef and cofounder of the tremendously popular
Mission Chinese Food restaurants, comes an exuberant cookbook that tells the story of an
unconventional idea born in San Francisco that spread cross-country, propelled by wildly
inventive recipes that have changed what it means to cook Chinese food in America Mission
Chinese Food is not exactly a Chinese restaurant. It began its life as a pop-up: a restaurant
nested within a divey Americanized Chinese joint in San Francisco’s Mission District. From the
beginning, a spirit of resourcefulness and radical inventiveness has infused each and every
dish at Mission Chinese Food. Now, hungry diners line up outside both the San Francisco and
New York City locations, waiting hours for platters of Sizzling Cumin Lamb, Thrice-Cooked
Bacon, Fiery Kung Pao Pastrami, and pungent Salt-Cod Fried Rice. The force behind the
phenomenon, chef Danny Bowien is, at only thirty-three, the fastest-rising young chef in the
United States. Born in Korea and adopted by parents in Oklahoma, he has a broad spectrum
of influences. He’s a veteran of fine-dining kitchens, sushi bars, an international pesto
competition, and a grocery-store burger stand. In 2013 Food & Wine named him one of the
country’s Best New Chefs and the James Beard Foundation awarded him its illustrious Rising
Star Chef Award. In 2011 Bon Appétit named Mission Chinese Food the second-best new
restaurant in America, and in 2012 the New York Times hailed the Lower East Side outpost as
the Best New Restaurant in New York City. The Mission Chinese Food Cookbook tracks the
fascinating, meteoric rise of the restaurant and its chef. Each chapter in the story—from the
restaurant’s early days, to an ill-fated trip to China, to the opening of the first Mission Chinese
in New York—unfolds as a conversation between Danny and his collaborators, and is
accompanied by detailed recipes for the addictive dishes that have earned the restaurant
global praise. Mission Chinese’s legions of fans as well as home cooks of all levels will rethink
what it means to cook Chinese food, while getting a look into the background and insights of
one of the most creative young chefs today.

**Black and white edition** The Chinese cookbook that helps you to cook like a
native and save on restaurant and takeout bills! This Chinese recipe cookbook
focuses on the dishes that all lovers of Asian cooking claim as their favorites.
Dishes that we crave for when we are looking for a more appetizing and fulfilling
takeout or restaurant meal. From fantastically flavorsome meat dishes such as
Sweet and sour pork or Peking duck, delectable sides such as Wontons or
dumplings to the essentials of any Chinese meal, chow mein and traditional
Asian rice recipes. All the favorites are contained within. Learn how to create the
most popular, full flavored Chinese recipes, just like a Chinese cook! Chinese
cuisine has proved popular amongst many people as the food of choice when
eating out or ordering takeout. Everyone seemingly has their own favorite dish
but rarely attempt to cook it at home as Chinese recipes can seem challenging
without the right instructions, however you do not have to be a native to learn
how to cook these dishes, this recipe book will be your guide to show you how.
Included in this cookbook are recipes that are truly cherished and adored, such
as: * Wonton Soup *Chow Mein *Crab Rangoon *Lemon Chicken *Fortune
Cookies *Sweet and Sour Pork *Egg Drop Soup *Lettuce wraps *Moo Goo Gai
Pan and more! Do you spend regular nights at your favorite Chinese restaurant
or enjoy Chinese takeout? If you already love Chinese food and spend regularly
to enjoy it, it's now possible for you to cook at home, saving yourself the expense
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by producing a flavorsome and fulfilling meal in the process. Simply follow the
step by step recipes inside. Expand your cooking repertoire with a fantastically
diverse, tangy, sweet and savory cuisine! Further enhance your recipe repertoire,
adding Asian cooking to boost the variety of meals that you are able to produce.
These recipes can also compliment and enhance recipes from other cuisines that
you may already know. Have you traveled to China? Re-live that fantastic
Chinese vacation again and again! Use this cookbook to re-create wonderful
dishes that remind you of your amazing travels. Become reacquainted with the
unique blend of tastes and smells from this ancient and intriguing country.
Impress your loved ones and friends using easy to follow recipes! The carefully
selected Chinese recipes in this cookbook are simple to follow and make use of
easy to find ingredients. Introduce friends and family to great tasting Chinese
dishes that they may be familiar with but that you have created. Take the
opportunity to demonstrate new recipes, that they may not have seen made from
scratch but that suit any palate. Enjoy this Asian cookbook, if you are new to this
Chinese cooking or if you are already familiar with this type of cuisine. These
recipes will show you how to cook Chinese food the right way. Teach and pass
on these recipes to family and friends who enjoy this cuisine just as much as you
do! Start cooking the Chinese way today! Scroll up and buy now!Paperback
edition contains black and white images.
Cooking Chinese food at home, nom nom style, is much easier than you think,
cheaper and a better choice nutritionally than your local takeaway.
"Beholden to bold flavors and not strict authenticity, the editors of Lucky Peach
present a compendium of recipes that hit the sweet spot between crave-worthy
and stupid simple and are destined to become favorites."--Back cover.
All the Recipes You Need to Enjoy Comforting Chinese Food at Home Ordering
Chinese takeout is easy—but it’s definitely not the healthiest or most affordable
way to enjoy Chinese comfort food at home. With this simple cookbook in your
kitchen and a mighty wok in your hand, Chinese favorites are now quicker,
healthier, and cheaper than delivery. The Essential Wok Cookbook is your guide
to mastering the wok, the versatile pan that makes possible all of the Chinese
restaurant dishes you love—no extra salt, oil, or MSG required. Beyond tips for
selecting, seasoning, and caring for your wok, this cookbook also provides: •
Step-by-step illustrations for how to fold a dumpling, egg roll, and wonton • Fun
features on the origin stories and American reinventions of foods such as egg
drop soup and fortune cookies • Recipe labels to help you decide what to make
when you’re short on time (30 minutes or less) and tight on cash (under $10) •
Recipe tips to swap ingredients, save time, make a dish more healthy, or kick up
the heat If a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step, start cooking
today with your wok and see just how far The Essential Wok Cookbook will take
you. Fire up the wok with recipes like Perfect Pork Pot Stickers, Easy Vegetable
Stir-Fry, Lighter Egg Foo Young, Sweet Chili Shrimp, General Tso’s Chicken,
Better Beef with Broccoli, and many more!
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Takeout made in--85+ classic Chinese dishes you can make at home When you
think of the irresistible tastes and smells of popular takeout meals, few are more
satisfying than Chinese food. The Easy Chinese Cookbook offers you more than
85 recipes to help you recreate restaurant favorites in the comfort of your own
kitchen. Learn how to make staples like General Tso's Chicken, Crab Rangoon,
and Egg Rolls with easy step-by-step instructions for beginners. This Chinese
cookbook will also walk you through a typical Chinese American pantry,
recommend ingredient substitutions, and teach you cooking shortcuts to keep
recipes fast, easy, and delicious. The Easy Chinese Cookbook includes:
Authentic, quality cuisine--You'll find your all-time favorites and tasty new dishes
that will wow your taste buds. Supermarket simple--Most recipe ingredients from
this Chinese cookbook can be found at your local grocery store. Combination
platters--Create fun, specialized menus with 5 to 10 options for family-style
meals, Chinese New Year banquets, and other celebrations. With the Easy
Chinese Cookbook, you'll create authentic and delicious meals the whole family
will enjoy.
Quick & Easy Chinese70 Everyday RecipesChronicle Books
Chinese is a favorite takeout food, it's beloved all over the world – and it's the
nostalgic, comforting creations for western palates that really get people
salivating. Now you can make your favorite Chinese restaurant classics at home
with Kwoklyn Wan's fabulous Chinese Takeout Cookbook. Kwoklyn is a thirdgeneration Chinese chef: BBC (British-Born Chinese). He’s also the brother of
TV celebrity Gok Wan and both boys grew up working in their family's Cantonese
Restaurant in Leicester in the 1970s. He has spent years perfecting recipes for
Chinese dishes that taste like the ones from your local takeaway kitchen or
restaurant. The book features 70 classic dishes, everything from sweet and sour
chicken to char siu, wonton soup toast to chop suey, egg-fried rice to crispy
seaweed – and most of them can be on the table in 20 minutes or less. Cook up
a storm at home with Kwoklyn's fabulous take on food from the takeout.
Provides popular Chinese takeout recipes for appetizers, soups, main courses,
noodle and rice dishes, and desserts.
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist
Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients
or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the
Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly
gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook,
Dana shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly
gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this
practical but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10
ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to
prepare. • Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing
breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a snap • Essential plantbased pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes with
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standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday
Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves delicious
food that happens to be healthy too.
Master the art of cooking Chinese food at home with these simple, flavourpacked dishes by bestselling author Ross Dobson. Chinese Food Made Easy
takes favourite recipes from each of China's diverse culinary regions and
simplifies them so you can recreate them with ease at home. Including expert
guidance on finding and selecting the key ingredients to stock your pantry, plus
step-by-step guides to essential techniques such as blanching greens and
making dumplings, this book will have you turning out favourite dishes like spicy
Shanghai noodles, fragrant beef hotpot and Hainan chicken rice in no time. Also
included is a detailed meal planner with suggestions on how to put together a
truly fabulous Chinese feast.
A vegetarian follow-up to the very popular Chinese Soul Food cookbook that
includes 75 plant-based comfort food recipes you can make at home. Chinese
Soul Food drew cooks into the kitchen with the assurance they could make this
cuisine at home. Though a popular cuisine across North America, Chinese food
can be a little intimidating. But author Hsiao-Ching Chou's friendly and accessible
recipes work for everyone, including average home cooks. In this new collection,
you'll find vegetarian recipes for stir-fries, rice and noodle dishes, soups, braises,
and pickles. Of course, the book wouldn't be complete without vegetarian
versions of Chou's famously delicious dumplings, including soup dumplings and
shu mai, as well as other dim sum delights. Separate chapters feature egg and
tofu recipes. From Cauliflower with Spiced Shallot Oil to Kung Pao Tofu Puffs,
and from Hot and Sour Soup to Ma Po Tofu to Steamed Egg Custard, these
recipes will satisfy your every craving for classic Chinese comfort food--and all
without meat. You will also find helpful information including essential equipment,
core pantry ingredients (with acceptable substitutions), ways to season and
maintain a wok, and other practical tips that make this an approachable
cookbook. Home cooks are gently guided toward becoming comfortable cooking
satisfying Chinese meals. Whether you're a vegetarian or simply reducing the
amount of meat in your daily diet, these foolproof recipes are made to be cooked
any night of the week. As the author likes to say, any kitchen can be a Chinese
kitchen!
Love to eat at PF Chang's, Pei Wei, or Panda Express? Have a craving for one
of these restaurants iconic dishes? All your favorites can be easily made at home
in no time and will taste just like the real thing! ***BLACK AND WHITE
EDITION*** Make your favorite restaurant dishes at home with easy copycat
recipes from America's most popular Asian restaurants! You will start cooking like
a restaurant chef before you know it! And you will be saving lots of money!
Everyone likes to dine out every once in a while. There's just something about
eating out that, whether alone or with friends, that makes eating all the more
enjoyable. Maybe you think that you'll never be able to recreate the food you
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order at Pf Chang's, Panda Express, or Pei Wei. So, you go in there, wait in line
for what seems like an eternity, and then pay for food that you know is way
overpriced. But what if you didn't have to go through all that? No leaving the
house, no waiting in line, and no spending money on expensive food-just the
amazing taste of your beloved restaurant dishes and the satisfaction that you
could recreate them in your kitchen anytime you want. Asian food has become a
go-to choice for many people, and everyone seems to have their favorite dishes
to order when visiting the best-known Asian restaurants in America. Here you will
find some of the most popular and well-loved dishes from Panda Express, PF
Chang's, Pei Wei and more. These copycat recipes will let you get the taste of
these dishes in the comfort of your own home. The recipes in this compilation are
tributes to the originals, yet change them up just a bit to make it easier to prepare
them in your own kitchen. From appetizers and soups to entrees and desserts,
you are sure to find your favorites among these pages-or maybe you will discover
a new dish you like even more! The best part about these restaurant-inspired
recipes is that you can tweak them to fit your own personal tastes. The recipe
may call for meat to be grilled, but you can always bake it or cook it up in a skillet
instead. Prefer shrimp over chicken or beef, just switch with the ingredient you
prefer. Don't like a certain vegetable or the level of spiciness? Just change the
relevant ingredients so that the meal will delight you and your family. The recipes
in this collection include appetizers, main entrées, sides, and desserts. So you
can prepare an Asian feast your family and friend will remember! Some of the
recipes you will find inside this fully illustrated copycat recipe cookbook, include:
Panda Express's Cream Cheese Rangoon PF Chang's Hot and Sour Soup PF
Chang's Lettuce Wrap PF Chang's Crispy Honey Chicken Pei Wei's Spicy
Chicken Panda Express's Orange Chicken Pei Wei's Kung Pao Chicken Pei
Wei's Chopped Chicken Salad Pei Wei's Caramel Chicken Panda Express
Beijing Beef PF Chang's Mongolian Beef PF Chang's Pepper Steak Pei Beef Lo
Mein PF Chang's Shrimp Fried Rice PF Chang's Kung Pao Shrimp Panda
Express's Chow Mein PF Chang's Spicy Green Beans Pei Wei's Fried Rice Edo
Japan Sukiyaki Beef Twin Dragon's Almond Cookies Fortune Cookies And much
more! All recipes come with the image of the dish, a detailed list of ingredients,
the cooking and preparation times, the number of servings and easy to follow
step-by-step instructions. . Let's start cooking! Scroll back up and order your copy
today!
The Increasing Popularity Of Chinese Cuisine And Also The Roaring Success Of
My Previous Book Chinese Cooking Has Encouraged Me To Compile Easy
Chinese Cooking Which Includes A Whole New Range Of Chinese Recipes. Also
Included Is A Glossary, Which Throws Light On Those Ingredients That We Are
Not Very Familiar With And They Are Essential As They Bring Out The Authentic
Flavours
Renowned Chinese cooking expert and IACP Award–winning author, Eileen YinFei Lo, who has been called "the Marcella Hazan of Chinese cooking," brings
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American home cooks more than 100 recipes for the versatile chicken, from
simple stir-fries to celebration dishes. In China the chicken represents the
phoenix, the mythological bird that rose from its ashes and that symbolizes
rebirth and reaffirmation. Because of this deeply held belief, chicken is served at
every New Year celebration, every wedding feast, and every birthday dinner. The
chicken is honored for its eggs, its meat, and the flavor it provides for stocks and
broths. Because of the reverence for this bird, the Chinese prepare chicken in
myriad ways. Chicken is steamed, baked, boiled, stir-fried, deep-fried, pan-fried,
and roasted. It is served hot, cold, or at room temperature. No part of the chicken
is wasted from its bones to its skin to its feet, a Chinese delicacy. Now, renowned
Chinese cooking expert Eileen Yin-Fei Lo, who has been called "the Marcella
Hazan of Chinese cooking" by The New York Times,brings her love of Chinese
cooking and traditional Chinese chicken recipes to American home cooks in The
Chinese Chicken Cookbook. The Chinese Chicken Cookbook brings together
more than one hundred of the best traditional and modern chicken recipes of
China from simple stir-fries to more elaborate celebration dishes. In chapters that
pair chicken with noodles and rice and in chapters on soup, preparing chicken in
the wok, and cooking it whole, readers will find dozens of delicious, easy-toprepare delicacies. Recipes such as Two-Sesame Chicken, Hot and Sour Soup,
Ginger Noodles with Chicken, Chicken Water Dumplings, Chicken Stir-Fried with
Broccoli, Mu Shu Chicken with Bok Bang, Mah-Jongg Chicken, and Asparagus
Wrapped in Minced Chicken offer new and flavorful ways to prepare chicken
whether you're making a quick weeknight meal or having dinner guests on a
Saturday night. Although these recipes use ingredients that home chefs can find
in the international section of a well-stocked supermarket or on the Internet, Lo
includes the Chinese names for ingredients and recipes, rendered in beautiful
Chinese calligraphic characters. Not only decorative, these characters can help
you locate unfamiliar ingredients in a Chinese market. The Chinese Chicken
Cookbook also has sections on how to select and clean a chicken, a detailed
explanation of Chinese ingredients, suggested equipment (including how to
properly season a wok), and how to cook a perfect pot of rice. With wonderful
family stories from the author's childhood in China, The Chinese Chicken
Cookbook is not just a cookbook for your cookbook library, it is a source of
culinary inspiration.
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